A three-dimensional laser Doppler velocimeter (10) has laser optics (12) for a first channel positioned to create a probe volume (18) in space, and laser optics (14) and (16) for second and third channels, respectively, positioned to create entirely overlapping probe volumes (20) in space. The probe volumes (18) and (20) overlap partially in space. Photodetector (22) is positioned to receive light scattered by a particle present in the probe volume (18), while photodetectors (24) and (26) are positioned to receive light scattered by a particle present in the probe volume (20). The photodetector (22) for the first channel is directly connected to provide a first channel analog signal (23) to frequency measuring circuits. The first channel is therefore a primary channel for the system. Photodetectors (24) and (26) are respectively connected through a second channel analog signal attenuator (42) to frequency measuring circuits (44) and through a third channel analog signal attenuator (50) to frequency measuring circuits (52). The second and third channels are secondary channels, with the second and third channels analog signal attenuators (42) and (50) controlled by the first channel measurement burst signal (35) on line (36). The second and third channels analog signal attenuators (42) and (50) attenuate the second and third channels analog signals only when the measurement burst signal (35) is false.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL LASER VELOCIMETER SIMULTANEITY DETECTOR

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates generally to laser velocimetry. More particularly, it relates to a system and method for the determination of valid simultaneous measurements from the separate channels of a three-dimensional laser velocimeter.

BACKGROUND ART

Three-dimensional laser velocimeter (3D LV) instruments are used to determine the three orthogonal components of velocity (u, v and w) in a fluid flow field. These instruments are composed of three independent one-dimensional laser velocimeter (1D LV) instruments, one for each channel to measure different components of fluid velocity (u1, u2 and u3) which are not necessarily orthogonal. The measurements of the three independent 1D LV channels are then combined by way of a coincidence logic means to form the 3D LV measurement system.

Each of the 1D LV instruments is associated with an ellipsoidal probe volume created in space by laser and optical means. Within this probe volume, a set of planar fringes (two or more) are formed optically with known spacing (d1, d2 and d3) fringe spacing for the three independent channels, respectively) and orientation normal to the velocity component measured by the associated 1D LV channel. If a particle travels through a 1D laser velocimeter probe volume, light will be scattered by this particle at an intensity that will vary in time with a frequency that will depend on the fringe spacing and the particle velocity (i.e., fringe crossing time of \( t_{\text{d,1}} = d_1/u_1 \) for channel 1). This light can be detected by means of a photodetector device and its frequency content measured. These scattering particles arrive at random times and are not always present in the probe volume. The photodetector output signal will thus consist of intermittent “bursts” during which time a scattering particle is present in the probe volume and for which time the photodetector output signal may be analyzed for frequency content and the 1D component of particle velocity thereby deduced.

Upon successful measurement of the 1D component of a single particle's velocity by a 1D LV, an event pulse and a digital word or other form of encoded data related to the particle velocity will typically be presented. It is assumed with some justification that the particle travels with the fluid, and the particle velocity is a reasonable approximation of the fluid velocity.

To form the 3D laser velocimeter system, three probe volumes are created optically in space. Each of these probe volumes is associated with an independent 1D laser velocimeter measurement channel. In FIG. 1, we show the typical case where two of the 1D LV systems have their associated probe volumes overlap entirely or nearly entirely (probe volume labeled 20), but with their planar fringes oriented so the velocity components measured by these two 1D LV systems are independent (and often orthogonal). In order that the third measured velocity component be independent of the other two, the ellipsoidal probe volume (labeled 18) associated with the third 1D LV system must be canted at an angle to the probe volumes associated with the other two channels. Hence the third probe volume will overlap only partially with the other two probe volumes if three independent components of velocity are to be measured.

As a result of this partial overlap and also of possible unsuccessful measurements in any of the laser velocimeter channels, it is necessary to accomplish a coincidence or simultaneity check on the event pulses originating from each of the three 1D laser velocimeter channels in an attempt to ensure that the three measurement systems are reporting data actually obtained from the same particle.

The conventional prior art technique for checking coincidence of the event pulses is the use of a fixed coincidence time window. In this concept, one of several (e.g., three) 1D LV measurement devices will generate a channel event pulse at a time \( t_0 \) indicating that particular channel has accomplished a measurement. A time window of fixed but operator adjustable duration \( t_c \) starts at time \( t_0 \) during which the remaining channel measurement devices must also generate a channel event pulse. If each of the remaining channels generate a channel event pulse during the time interval \( (t_0, t_0 + t_c) \), then a system event pulse is generated. If one or more of these channels do not generate a channel event pulse during this time interval, then no system event pulse is generated and the data from all channels is disregarded. If the system event is generated, the system event is used to initiate the acquisition of the data from each of the several (e.g., three) 1D LV measurement devices. An additional feature of this prior art is that, once a channel has generated a channel event, further measurements and channel events from that particular channel are inhibited until either the coincidence window time has elapsed or until the system event is generated and the data acquisition system has acquired the desired data from the various measurement devices. In this prior art approach, the individual measurement channels essentially function independently of each other and do not interact except for the above coincidence time window test and the above inhibit function.

Further details on the fixed coincidence time window concept are provided in Dean Harrison et al., pending NASA U.S. patent application Ser. No. 725,714, filed Apr. 25, 1985, now U.S. Pat. No. 4,779,222.

Frequency measuring devices exist which are specially designed for measuring the frequency or time period content of the intermittent bursts present in the analog signal of a 1D LV photodetector output. These specialized devices include a spectrum analysis device, a tracking frequency-to-voltage converter and an electronic counter.

In the counter form of these specialized devices, the analog photodetector signal is converted into a digital pulse train, the pulses being related to the passage of the particle through the fringe pattern formed in the probe volume. An additional digital signal may be generated which is “true” when a particle is present in the probe volume and “false” otherwise. This signal may be referred to as the channel measurement burst signal. The digital pulse train may be analyzed for the time period between pulses while the measurement burst is “true”. A 1D LV channel event is then generated and 1D LV
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accuracy problems with prior art 3D laser velocimetry measurements have been determined to result from the primary reliance on the fixed coincidence-time-window test described above. One type of error occurs when measurements of the independent 1D LV channels of several different or multiple particles occur close enough in time so as to pass the prior art coincidence-time test and falsely indicate a single particle. Furthermore, another source of error occurs since particles with a larger velocity have been found to be preferentially measured as a consequence of the relative geometry of the three probe volumes, leading to biased statistics.

The multiple-particle error arises as a consequence of the probability of one particle passing through the probe volume of one of the 1D LV channels within the coincidence time interval $t_c$ after another particle passes through the probe volumes associated with the other 1D LV channels. Such an occurrence may lead to a system event with the prior art coincidence test even though the several regions of the several probe volumes do not overlap. Since the different particles may have different velocities, deduction of velocity from such a resultant system measurement would be in error.

The geometric-bias error arises as a consequence of the ability of a particle with a sufficiently large velocity to pass through those regions of the several different ellipsoidal probe volumes which do not physically overlap and yet satisfy the fixed coincidence-time-window test as used in the prior art, see FIG. 1. Particle a depicted in FIG. 1 travels through the overlapping region of the probe volumes 18 and 20. Particle a will be measured regardless of velocity. Particle b travels through both probe volumes 18 and 20 but not through the overlapping region. If particle b's velocity is fast enough to travel through both probe volumes in the time duration $t_c$, then the fixed coincidence-time-window test is successfully met and a system measurement will occur. Thus, particles with a large velocity have a higher probability of being measured. Furthermore, such particles will have a preferred flow angle which lies in the plane of crossing of the several ellipsoidal probe volumes. An important intent of the present invention is to restrict those measurements that lead to system events to only those single particles which pass through the common overlapping region of the several (three) probe volumes.

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide a laser Doppler velocimetry apparatus having a coincidence or simultaneity check of increased accuracy, thus producing more accurate measurements.

It is another object of the invention to provide such a laser Doppler velocimetry apparatus in which false indications of a single particle being detected in the apparatus are reduced.

It is a further object of the invention to provide such a laser Doppler velocimetry apparatus in which preferential measurement of larger velocity particles is reduced.

It is still another object of the invention to provide such a laser Doppler velocimetry apparatus having an increased extent of interaction between multiple channels in the apparatus.

The attainment of these and related objects may be achieved through use of the novel three-dimensional laser Doppler velocimeter and simultaneity detector herein disclosed. A three-dimensional laser Doppler velocimeter in accordance with this invention has a first measurement channel including a first detecting means positioned to receive light scattered by a particle present in the probe volume associated with the first laser optics. At least second and third measurement channels include second and third detecting means respectively positioned to receive light scattered by a particle present in the probe volumes associated with the second and third laser optics. The first, second and third measurement channels are connected to a means for determining coincidence of an event to be measured by the laser velocimeter. The first measurement channel is connected to supply the measurement burst and measured event signals to the means for determining coincidence of an event and to inhibit the second and third measurement channels from supplying measured event signals to the probe for determining coincidence of an event in absence of measurement burst signals from the first measurement channel.

The attainment of the foregoing and related objects, advantages and features of the invention should be more readily apparent to those skilled in the art, after review
of the following more detailed description of the invention, taken together with the drawings, in which:

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a drawing which depicts the ellipsoidal probe volumes of a typical 3D laser Doppler velocimeter. FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a laser Doppler velocimeter in accordance with the invention. FIG. 3 is a set of waveforms useful for understanding the operation of the laser Doppler velocimeter of FIG. 2. FIG. 4 is a block diagram of another embodiment of a laser Doppler velocimeter in accordance with the invention. FIG. 5 is a set of waveforms useful for understanding the operation of the laser Doppler velocimeter of FIG. 4. FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a third embodiment of a laser Doppler velocimeter in accordance with the invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

Turning now to the drawings, more particularly to FIG. 2, there is shown a laser Doppler velocimeter 10 in accordance with the invention. The laser Doppler velocimeter 10 has laser optics 12, 14 and 16 for channels 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The laser optics 14 and 16 are oriented so that ellipsoidal probe volumes 20 (FIG. 1) coincide for channels 2 and 3 and laser optics 12 are oriented so that ellipsoidal probe volume 18 intersects the probe volume 20 in an acute angle θ. The channel 1 photodetector 22 is positioned to receive scattered light from a particle passing through the probe volume 18. The channel 2 and 3 photodetectors 24 and 26 are positioned to receive scattered light from a particle passing through the probe volume 20. The photodetector 22 for channel 1 is directly connected to provide a channel 1 analog signal 23 (see also FIG. 3) to frequency measuring circuits 28 on line 30. Channel 1 is therefore a primary channel for the system. The frequency measuring circuits 28 provide a channel 1 event signal on line 32, a channel 1 data signal on line 34, and a channel 1 measurement burst signal 35 on line 36. Photodetectors 24 and 26 are respectively connected by lines 38 and 40 through a channel 2 analog signal attenuator 42 to frequency measuring circuits 44 and by lines 46 and 48 through a channel 3 analog signal attenuator 50 to frequency measuring circuits 52. Line 36 connects the channel 1 frequency measuring circuits 28 to the channel 2 attenuator 42, and lines 36 and 54 connect the channel frequency measuring circuits 28 to the channel 3 attenuator 50. Channels 2 and 3 are therefore secondary channels, with the channels 2 and 3 analog signal attenuators 42 and 50 controlled by the channel 1 measurement burst signal 35 on line 36. The channels 2 and 3 analog signal attenuators 42 and 50 attenuate the channels 2 and 3 analog signals only when the measurement burst signal 35 is false. The channel 2 frequency measuring circuits 44 provide a channel 2 event signal on line 56 and a channel 2 data signal on line 58. The channel 3 frequency measuring circuits 52 provide a channel 3 event signal on line 60 and a channel 3 data signal on line 62. The channel 1 event signal line 32, channel 2 event signal line 56 and the channel 3 event signal line 60 are connected to coincidence time window circuits 64 in the same manner as conventional laser Doppler velocimeters.

The waveforms of FIG. 3 help to explain operation of the laser Doppler velocimeter 10. The channel 1 analog signal 23 crosses a threshold channel 1 measurement burst signal 35. The channel 1 measurement burst signal is true for the time duration that a particle is sensed in the probe volume 18 associated with the primary channel. The secondary channel photodetectors 24 and 26 have their analog signals 72 and 74 attenuated by the attenuators 42 and 50 as indicated at 76 and 78 if the primary channel measurement burst 35 is false. Their analog signals are not attenuated if the primary channel measurement burst 35 is true. Thus, the secondary channel frequency measuring circuits 44 and 52 can accomplish measurements only if a particle is present simultaneously both in the ellipsoidal probe volume associated with the respective secondary channel and in the ellipsoidal probe volume associated with the primary channel. The coincidence-time-window concept is also used as in the prior art.

FIG. 4 shows part of high speed digital electronics 100 for a 3D LV instrument. As in the FIG. 2 embodiment, photodetectors 102, 104 and 106 are positioned to receive light scattered by a particle present in the probe volume associated with their respective laser optics. The photodetectors 102, 104 and 106 are respectively connected by lines 103, 105 and 107 to counter circuits 110, 112 and 114. Channel 1 counter circuit 110 is connected to simultaneity detector circuits 150 by a channel 1 measurement burst line 122, a channel 1 threshold detect line 124, a channel 1 event pulse line 126 and a channel 1 inhibit line 128. Channel 2 counter circuit 112 is connected to the simultaneity detector circuits 150 by a channel 2 measurement burst line 132, a channel 2 threshold detect line 134, a channel 2 event pulse line 136 and a channel 2 inhibit line 138. Channel 3 counter circuit 114 is connected to the simultaneity detector circuits 150 by a channel 3 event pulse line 146 and a channel 3 inhibit line 148. Depending on the output of the simultaneity detection circuit, digital data is provided from the counters 110, 112, and 114 on digital data lines 120, 130 and 140 to the data acquisition system. As in the FIG. 2 embodiment, channel 1 and channel 2 receiving optics view the physically distinct probe volumes 18 and 20 respectively.

The waveforms of FIG. 5 help to explain operation of the detection electronics 100. Analog signal 160 is supplied from photodetector 102 (on line 103) as an input to channel 1 counter 110. For the channel 1 counter 110, when the signal 160 exceeds threshold 162, channel 1 measurement burst signal 164 goes high until the signal 160 again drops below the threshold 162, as indicated at 166. Channel 1 threshold detect pulses 168 are established by zero crossings of the signal 160, as indicated at 167. A channel 1 event signal on line 126 is generated by the counter 110 after digital processing and signal validation by the counter has been successfully accomplished. The digital data is ready for data acquisition on line 120.

Channel 2 counter (112) generates the channel 2 measurement burst 174 (on line 132), the channel 2 threshold detect 178 (on line 134) and channel 2 event (on line 136) in a similar manner (as counter 110) except using the input signal 170 (on line 105) from photodetector 104. Likewise, channel 3 counter (114) generates the event signal 187 (on line 146) provided a successful measurement of the photodetector 106 signal is accom-
plished and digital data is ready for data acquisition on line 140. Within the simultaneity detection circuit 150, a system measurement burst 180 is generated which is high when and only when both channel 1 and channel 2 measurement bursts 164 and 174 are high. The system measurement burst may be used as an indication of a particle present in both probe volumes 18 and 20. The NCF1 signal 181 is generated by a logical AND of the system measurement burst 180 and the channel 1 threshold detect 168, and thus represents fringe crossings of a particle in probe volume 18 while there is also a particle in probe volume 20. The NCF2 signal 182 is generated by a logical AND of the system measurement burst 180 and the channel 2 threshold detect 178, and thus represents fringe crossings of a particle in probe volume 20 while there is also a particle in probe volume 18. Signal NGT (184) is generated high when the count of NCF1 and NCF2 equals or exceeds a user-selectable minimum fringe count MCF (typically 2.4 or 8). A true (or "high") NGT signal thus represents the situation where a particle (or particles) have been simultaneously resident in both probe volumes 18 and 20 for a minimum number of fringe counts (MCF) of their respective associated channels 1 and 2.

The conditional channel 1 event signal 185 (Ev1c) is generated by the logical AND of the NGT signal 184 and the channel 1 event signal occurring on line 126. The conditional channel 1 event pulse is thus generated only when a successful measurement has been accomplished by channel 1 and a particle (or particles) have been simultaneously present in both probe volumes 18 and 20. In a similar manner, the conditional channel 2 event signal 186 (Ev2c) is generated by the logical AND of the NGT signal 184 and the channel 2 event signal occurring on line 136. The channel 3 event signal 187 (Ev3 on line 146) may now be used as presented by the counter 114, along with the conditional channel 1 and 2 event signals 185 and 186 in a coincidence time window test.

The first to occur of signals 185, 186 and 187 will start a coincidence-time-window signal 189 of duration tc which may be operator adjustable. Provided that the remaining signals of 185, 186 and 187 also occur during the time tc that signal 189 is high, then the system event signal 152 will be generated. Upon generation of the system event signal 152, signal 189 is set low even prior to expiration of the time interval tc. If all three signals 185, 186 and 187 do not occur during the time interval tc that signal 189 is high, then no system event is generated.

NGT is set low by the coincidence-time-window signal 189 transition to low. NGT is also set low by the coincidence-time-window signal 164 or 174 transition low-to-high. Thus, if a second channel 1 measurement burst or a second channel 2 measurement burst should occur after NGT is set high then NGT will be set low. Furthermore, the NGT transition to low will reset the count of NCF1 and NCF2 to zero.

The channel 1 inhibit 191 is set high (within the simultaneity detection circuit 150) by the transition of the conditional channel 1 event 185, and is reset low by the transition to low of coincidence-time-window signal 189. The channel 1 inhibit may also be held high by either the system event pulse 152 (sent to the data acquisition system) or the system inhibit pulse 154 (received from the data acquisition system). The channel 2 and 3 inhibit signals 192 and 193 are generated in like manner to the channel 1 inhibit signal 191 except those respective signals associated with channels 2 and 3 are used. The function of the channel inhibit when set high is to prevent the respective channel from generating a channel event and updating the output data. The channel inhibit set high should not prevent generation of either the channel measurement burst nor the threshold detect signals.

The system event pulse 152 is used to initiate acquisition of the data on lines 120, 130 and 140 by the data acquisition system. Additionally, a clock count may be made available on line 156 to establish the time interval since the last system event. Since time is required for data acquisition, the data acquisition system supplies the system inhibit pulse 154 to prevent updating of the data during the acquisition process.

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a 3D LV data processing system 200 based on the use of analog-to-digital converters (ADC) 210, 230 and 250 for the analog burst signals from the photodetectors 202, 204 and 206 with subsequent processing of this digital data for frequency content within the signal burst of each LV channel by means of a computer 290 using a software-based numerical algorithm. An important feature of this embodiment of the simultaneity-detection invention is the ability (in an ADC-based form of a 3D LV signal processor system to determine the degree to which the signal bursts in the several channels overlap. Such a time-duration overlap in the several bursts is indicative of a single particle present in the physically overlapping region of the several physically distinct 1D LV probe volumes (see FIG. 1). This burst overlap information may be used both real-time to initiate the data transfer process and also in post-acquisition may be reconstructed from the stored data to more rigorously analyze the burst signals for frequency, burst-duration and burst-overlap information. One particular advantage of such an ADC-based 3D LV signal processing system is the ability to acquire accurate 3D LV data in low signal/noise environments. Furthermore, statistical information on probe volume overlap can be deduced that will enable the operator to adjust the 3D LV laser optics for an improved optical alignment.

In the FIG. 6 embodiment, as for the FIG. 2 and the FIG. 4 embodiment, photodetectors 202, 204 and 206 are positioned to receive light scattered by a particle present in the probe volume associated with their respective laser optics. The photodetectors 202, 204 and 206 are respectively connected by lines 203, 205 and 207 to analog-to-digital converter circuits 210, 230 and 250.

A CLK1 clock pulse 271 (with fixed, but user-selectable, time intervals between pulses) is generated in the simultaneity-detect and control logic circuits 270 and is connected to the channel 1, 2 and 3 analog-to-digital converter circuits 210, 230 and 250. This CLK1 clock pulse is used to trigger each of a regular succession of evenly-spaced (in time) analog-to-digital conversions by circuits 210, 230 and 250. In an example implementation of this embodiment, the CLK1 clock pulse may occur at a user-selected rate of one pulse every 4 nanoseconds. As a consequence, at a rate equal to the CLK1 clock pulse rate, digital data (typically 8 bits or one byte each, representing the instantaneous voltage of the analog signals on lines 203, 205 and 207) will be presented by the analog-to-digital converter circuits 210, 230 and 250 on digital data lines 211, 231 and 251 respectively. A small amount of time is required to accomplish the analog-to-digital conversion, and data-ready pulses...
The occurrence of the SYS-EVENT pulse clears circuits 220. Otherwise, the channel 1 measurement burst signal is set false. Channel 2 and 3 measurement burst signals 241 and 261 are set true or false by circuits 240 and 260 in a similar manner except using digital data lines 231 and 251 and threshold lines 242 and 262 respectively. In an example implementation of this embodiment, after a CLK1 clock pulse at time $t'$ the 16-bit Esuml register of the channel 1 burst-detection circuit 220 would contain a digital word that represents the sum (over the last $\Delta t=8$ pulses of the CLK1 clock) of the 12-bit square of the top 6-bits of the 8-bit word appearing on line 211. Contained in the FIFO shift register would be the last $\Delta t=8$ 12-bit data words representing the square of the voltages at times $t', t', t'_{lag+1}, \ldots, t'_{lag+\Delta t}$. Spaced 4 nanoseconds apart. Established by the threshold lines 222 would be a 16-bit word representing the value which the 16-bit Esuml register must equal or exceed in order that the channel 1 measurement burst signal 221 be set true.

Within the simultaneity-detector and control logic circuits 270, the measurement burst signals 221, 241 and 261 are logically ANDed to form SYS-burst (the system measurement burst signal). The occurrence of this system measurement burst signal pulse is then used in control of transfer of data to the memory buffer circuits 214, 234 and 254. In an example implementation of this embodiment, a SYS-Lstart logic signal is set high and a SYS-Cstart counter starts counting CLK1 clock pulses upon the start of a system measurement burst (leading edge transition of SYS-burst). At the finish of a system measurement burst (e.g. at the trailing-edge of the SYS-burst pulse, and provided the system measurement burst signal remained high for a minimum number of CLK1 clock pulses) a SYS-end logic signal goes high. Furthermore, for channels 1, 2 and 3 respectively, a CHN1-end, a CHN2-end and a CHN3-end logic signal is set high at the trailing-edge of the respective channel's measurement burst signal pulse provided the SYS-Lstart logic signal is high. When the logical AND of the four signals, SYS-end, CH1-end, CH2-end and CH3-end goes high, then a successful system measurement is considered to have been completed, a SYS-EVENT pulse occurs and the data transfer from bank0 of the memory buffer circuits 214, 234 and 254 to the memory circuits 217, 237 and 257 as described below is initiated. Further, the digital data stream from the analog-to-digital converters 210, 230 and 250 would subsequently be written to the alternate bank1 of the memory buffer circuits 214, 234 and 254. Upon a subsequent successful system measurement occurring with data in bank1 of the memory buffer circuits, and provided that the data in bank0 has been transferred to the memory circuits, then the roles of bank0 and bank1 would then once again be reversed.

A SYS-EVENT pulse initiating the data transfer process may also occur if the SYS-Cstart counter equals the memory buffer length. This will account for the case where a particle resides in the common volume of the three ellipsoidal probe volumes longer than the time taken to fill one bank of the memory buffer.

The occurrence of the SYS-EVENT pulse clears the SYS-start, SYS-end, CH1-end, CH2-end and the CH3-end logic signals. Furthermore, the CLK2 counter and the MEM-BUF memory-buffer-address register contents described below are latched and then written to the M0 memory present in the simultaneity-detection and control logic circuits. Once latched, the CLK2 counter is cleared and counting resumed from 0.
The CLK2 counter is a counter which counts the pulses of a second CLK2 clock running at a user-selectable rate, typically much slower than the CLK1 clock (e.g., 100 kHz). The contents of the CLK2 counter indicates the time since the last SYS_EVENT pulse.

The M0 memory 277 is dual-port memory associated with the simultaneity-detection and control logic circuits. The CLK2 counter contents and MEM_BUF memory-buffer-address register contents are written to sequential locations in M0 memory for each SYS_event. The M0 memory circuits also provide read/write access by the computer 290 described below. In the event of a CLK2 overflow, the CLK2 counter contents and the MEM_BUF register contents are written to M0 with all bits set to 1, and no transfer of the data contents in the memory buffer to M1, M2 or M3 will ensue. Upon later analysis, all 1's being set in the memory array associated with the simultaneity-detection and control logic circuits registers will indicate a CLK2 overflow. Other data information (e.g. wind-tunnel pressure or temperature) being measured at the time of a SYS_event may also be stored sequentially in the M0 memory if desired.

An inhibit SYS_inh1, may be set high (or low) either under software control (by the computer 290) or by an external control line. If SYS_inh1 is set high, then the SYS_burst signal is forced low, suppressing acquisition of data. In the instance that the next bank of memory buffer is unavailable as of yet for accepting data, a second inhibit signal, SYS_inh2, is set high. When the SYS_inh2 is set high AND a SYS_event signal occurs, then the SYS_event signal is ignored (except that SYS_L_start, SYS_L_end, CH1_end, CH2_end and CH3_end are still cleared) and the CLK2 counter is allowed to continue without reset. Once the next bank of memory buffer is ready for accepting data, the SYS_inh2 is set low.

The channel 1 memory-buffer circuits 214 typically consists of two (or preferably more, but possibly one) banks of high-speed digital memory, with address and bank-switching controls (an alternative implementation would use shift registers). The purpose of the channel 1 memory-buffer circuits 214 is to provide a temporary storage location consisting of a relatively small amount of (expensive) high-speed memory that will accept the relatively short-duration digitized signal burst from the channel 1 analog-to-digital converter circuits 210. The access times of this memory buffer must be compatible with the fastest user-selectable CLK1 clock rate. The digital data from the analog-to-digital converter is, after execution of algorithms—

Table 1 is a listing of the major steps taken by software in the acquisition of data with the 3D LV system of FIG. 6. Certain parameters, such as the SYS_inh1, SYS_inh2, CLK1 rate, CLK2 rate, various threshold criterion, etc. may alternatively be set by external panel-mounted controls or switches, but here are shown as being under software control of an executing data acquisition program. To set these signals and parameters by means of software control, corresponding control-logic circuitry addressable by the CPU must be incorporated into the 3D LV embodiment of FIG. 6. Such additional control-logic circuitry is present in the available art and will not be elaborated on here.

1. Set SYS_inh1 high and issue system reset.
2. Establish x,y,z location of 3D LV probe volume in wind tunnel.
3. Set BUFF...length (if more than one length of memory buffer is implemented, e.g., 256, 512 or 1024 bytes).
4. Set CLK1 rate (e.g., 250 MHz).
5. Set CLK2 rate (e.g., 100 kHz).
6. Set threshold criterion for each channel:
   a. Energy- or amplitude-principle?
   b. Set threshold level for each channel
7. Set Nburst, the number of bursts of BUFF...length above to be acquired per channel in this loop.
8. Take data. Do this by setting SYS...inh1 low and wait till Nburst "bursts" have been taken as indicated by bus interrupt signal being generated by the Simultaneity Detector and Control Logic circuits.
9. Transfer data from M0, M1, M2 and M3 memory to disk unit for later burst duration, burst overlap and spectral analysis.
10. More data (at new x,y,z)? If so, then go to step 1. If not, then stop execution of this program.

Step 1 of the data acquisition software of Table I simply ensures the initialization of the hardware through issue of a system reset and setting the SYS...S...inh1 logic signal high to inhibit the LV processor.

Step 2 would be taken in a typical wind-tunnel experiment application of this 3D LV system where data is taken at various locations (x,y,z) in a flowfield. Steps 3, 4, 5 and 6 establish those 3D LV system hardware parameters which are under software control.

Step 7, in particular, establishes the number of system bursts (Nbursts) to be taken for this program loop while the probe volume remains at the fixed (x,y,z) established in step 2. Note that Nbursts*BUFF...length (where, BUFF...length is the length of the memory buffer circuits 214, 234 and 254) must not exceed the amount of memory in the memory circuits (217, 237 and 257). This restriction may be avoided with incorporation of a bank-switched design of the memory circuits 217, 237 and 257 to allow the simultaneous parallel operations of data transfers from memory-buffer to one bank of memory and transferring to another bank of memory to disk, with appropriate bus interrupts generated upon filling a bank in the memory circuits with data. Step 8 accomplishes the actual data-acquisition by setting SYS...S...inh1 low. Upon acquisition of Nburst system bursts, the simultaneity detection and control logic circuits issue an interrupt signal to the system bus. Incorporation of this interrupt signal into control logic is part of prior art specific to the particular bus design used. Upon the interrupt signal, the software proceeds to step 9, where data in the M0, M1, M2 and M3 memory circuits are transferred to disk for later analysis. Depending on whether more data is desired the program execution then begins again at step 1 or the program stops.

From the viewpoint of the software program, the data contents of M0, M1, M2 and M3 will appear as byte or integer word arrays. The array M0 will be an integer word array of length 2*Nburst, with each word typically 2 bytes long. Each of M0, M1 and M2 will appear to the software as byte arrays of length Nburst*BUFF...length. For the arbitrary i...jth system burst, M0(i,j) will represent the location in the M1, M2 and M3 arrays of the last data taken for the i...jth burst, and M0(i,j) will represent counts of the CLK2 clock since the previous (i-1) system burst. The time interval since the last system burst, \( dt_i = t_i - t_{i-1} \), will then equal to float (M0(i,j)/CLK2 counts/-sec). A clock over-
said means to inhibit said second and third measurement channels from supplying measured channel event signals to said means for determining coincidence of the channel events, to establish a system event disabling said means to inhibit said second and third measurement channels.

2. A three-dimensional laser velocimeter simultaneity detector of claim 1 in which said first detecting means includes a first photodetector connected to a first frequency measuring circuit, said second and third detecting means include second and third photodetectors connected to supply input signals to second and third frequency measuring circuits through first and second attenuators, and said first frequency measuring circuit is connected to said first and second attenuators to attenuate the input signals from said second and third photodetectors to said second and third frequency measuring circuits in the absence of a measurement burst signal from the first frequency measuring circuit.

3. In a three dimensional laser velocimeter including first, second and third laser optics, a simultaneity detector, which comprises a first frequency measuring circuit including a first detecting means positioned to receive scattered light from a particle present in first laser optics, at least second and third measurement channels including second and third detecting means respectively positioned to receive scattered light from a particle present in second and third laser optics, said first, second and third measurement channels being connected to a means for determining coincidence of three channel events to establish a system event to be measured by the laser velocimeter and to inhibit said first and second measurement channels from supplying data signals obtained from the scattered light in the first, second and third measurement channels.

4. The three dimensional laser velocimeter simultaneity detector of claim 3 in which said first and second measurement channels include counter circuits for supplying the measurement burst signals and the measured event signals and said third measurement channel includes a counter circuit for supplying the measured event signal.

5. In a three dimensional laser velocimeter including first, second and third laser optics, a simultaneity detector, which comprises a first measurement channel including a first detecting means positioned to receive scattered light from a particle present in first laser optics, a second measurement channel including second detecting means positioned to receive scattered light from a particle present in second laser optics, a third measurement channel including third detecting means positioned to receive scattered light from a particle present in third laser optics, said first, second and third measurement channels being configured and connected to generate and supply first, second and third measurement burst signals to a means for determining coincidence of three channel events from a logical combination of the first, second and third measurement burst signals to establish a system event to be measured by the laser velocimeter, said first, second and third measurement channels further being configured to develop measurement data and to supply measurement data signals, and a means for storing information connected to receive the measurement data signals form said first, second and third measurement channels under control of said means for determining coincidence upon coincidence of the three channel events.

6. The three dimensional laser velocimeter simultaneity detector of claim 5 in which said first, second and third measurement channels include an analog to digital converter connected to supply the measurement data signals to said means for storing information.

7. A process for detecting simultaneity of measured bursts in a three-dimensional laser velocimeter and of acquiring data of the three-dimensional laser velocimeter, which comprises detecting scattered light from a particle present in first, second and third measurement channels including laser optics, generating data signals from the scattered light in the first, second and third measurement channels, determining coincidence of the scattered light in the first, second and third measurement channels, generating a control signal in the absence of coincidence of the scattered light in the first, second and third measurement channels, and using the control signal generated from the scattered light in the first measurement channel to inhibit the second and third measurement channels from supplying the data signals obtained from the scattered light in the absence of coincidence of the scattered light in the first, second and third measurement channels.

8. A process for detecting simultaneity of measured bursts in a three-dimensional laser velocimeter and of acquiring data of the three-dimensional laser velocimeter, which comprises detecting scattered light from a particle present in first, second and third measurement channels including laser optics, generating data signals from the scattered light in the first, second and third measurement channels, determining coincidence of the scattered light in the first and second measurement channels, and inhibiting the first, second and third measurement channels from supplying data signals obtained from the scattered light in the absence of coincidence of the scattered light in the first and second measurement channels.

9. A process for detecting simultaneity of measured bursts in a three-dimensional laser velocimeter and of acquiring data of the three-dimensional laser velocimeter, which comprises receiving light scattered from
particles in first, second and third measurement channels including first, second and third laser optics, generating a first channel measurement burst signal, indicating presence of a particle in the first laser optics, a second channel measurement burst signal, indicating presence of a particle in the second laser optics, and at least a third channel measurement burst signal, indicating presence of a particle in the third laser optics, forming a system measurement burst by a logical combination of the several channel measurement burst signals and, upon occurrence of the system measurement burst, indicating presence of a particle simultaneously in the first, second and third laser optics, obtaining data during the system measurement burst, and acquiring time-synchronized data obtained by the first, second and third measurement channels during the system measurement burst.